Ordinance No.

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF OLYMPTA, WASHINGTON, RELATTNG TO
CHRONIC BEHAVIORAT PUBLIC NUISANCES (USE) ON REAL PROpERTY;
REPEALING AND REPLACING CHAPTER 8.24 OF THE OLYMPIA MUNICIPAL
coDE (oMc), CREATING A NEW CHAPTER 16.18 OMC TO ADDRESS PRIOROMC
8.24.060 (NOXIOUS WEEDS), AND AMENDTNG OMC SECTIONS 8.00.000,
16.00.000, AND 16.06.030
WHEREAS, ceftain civil code enforcement topics related to Olympia Municipal Code (OMC) Chapters 16,
17, and 18 are addressed elsewhere in the OMC; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance clarifies and reduces redundancy in the nuisance enforcement process; and
WHEREAS, Sections 4 and 5 of this Ordinance move ceftaín codes whích did not seem relevant to
chronic behavioral public nuisances out of chapter 8.24 OMC; and
WHEREAS, certain sections of chapter 8.24 OMC were removed in theír entirety as being irrelevant
today, including radio reception and overhanging vegetation, which is regulated by other codes; and
WHEREAS, there was a section of chapter 8.24 OMC relating to noxious weeds that is not relevant and
simply moved to Title 16 without a full review of applicable noxious weed sections of the OMC, as that
can be conducted more thoroughly in the future; and
WHEREAS, there are various houses and land (real property) in the City of Olympia that have an
elevated number of crimes attributable to the real property; and
WHEREAS, the use of such real propefi is deemed to have a negatÍve impact on the public health,
safety and welfare of the community; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance identifies certain crimes which, if repeatedly occurring on real propefi, can
authorize the Police Department to commence a code enforcement process; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance would require the Police Department to put a person in charge of the real
propefi on notice of the violations and process pursuant to OMC 8.24.030; and
WHEREAS, the person in charge can be either a landlord, tenant, or owner, or all of them; and
WHEREAS, no fines may be imposed at the time of the Notice of Violation; and
WHEREAS/ pursuant to the OMC 8.24.030 Notice of Violation, a person in charge has an opportunity to
be notified of the potential violations and is provided an opportunity to resolve those issues; and
WHEREAS, the Police Department and the person in charge may discuss how to comply with chapter
8.24 OMC and enter into a correction agreement pursuant to OMC 8.24,030(8); and
WHEREAS, if the violations are not adequately addressed, the Police Department would have the burden
to prove via a complaint to the Hearing Examiner that violations have occurred pursuant to OMC
8.2a.060(A); and
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WHEREAS, if the Hearing Examiner makes a decision that violations have occurred, then fines may be
imposed by the Hearing Examiner; and

WHEREAS, this Ordinance authorizes fines imposed by the Hearing Examiner in the amount of $500 for
violations, except in the case of a violation of a correction agreement, in which case the violation imposed
by the Hearing Examiner may be $1,000; and
WHEREAS, the use of real propefi via illegal behaviors is considered a specialized form of public
nuisance on real propefi and thereby warrants a municipal code chapter that focuses on it;
WHEREAS, this Ordinance is supported by the staff report and attachments and documents on file with
the City; and
NOW, THEREFORE, THE OLYMPIA CITY COUNCIL ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Amendment of OMC 8.00.O00, Section 8.00.000 of the Olympia Municipal Code is
hereby amended to read as follows:

8.00.000 TitleContents
Title 8
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Chapters:
8.04

Foodstuffs

B.OB

Restaurants

8.12

Sanitation

8.16

Rat Control

8.20

Drainage

8.24
8.26

Single-Use Bags

B.28

Wells

8.32

Noise

8.36

Fishing

8.40

Junk Vehicles

Section 2. Replacement of OMC 8.24, The current Olympia Municipal Code Chapter 8.24 is
hereby repealed in its entirety and replaced to read as follows:
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cHRoNrc BEHA'T.RAL

Nîïrlltñ#;i-

LAND AND BUTLDTNG'

8.24.000 ChapterContents
Sections:

8.24.010 Definitionsgenerally.
8.24.020 Behavioral Public nuisance declared,
8.24.030 Abatementprocedure.
8.24.040 Liability for continuing nuisance.
8.24.050 Cumulative effect of chapter.
8.24.060 Violations -- Misdemeanor -- Gross Misdemeanor -- Civil Infraction.
8.24.070 Right of entry for inspection and enforcement.

8.24.010 Definitions generally
The following words and phrases used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, shall
have the followíng meanings:

A.

"Abate" means to repaír, replace, remove, destroy, or othen¡¡ise remedy a behavioral public nuisance
which constitutes a violation of this chapter by such means and in such a manner and to such an
extent as the applicable department director, or other authorized official determines is necessary in

the interest of the general health, safety, and welfare of the community.

B.

"Chronic behavioral public nuisance" property means:

1. a propefi, or immediately adjoining right-of-way, on which three (3) or more nuisance activities
as described in OMC 8.24.020 exist or have occurred during any ninety (90) day period. Every single

activity after the first three (3) shall be considered an additional, separate violation; or

2.

five (5) or more nuisance actívities have occurred during any twenty-four (24) month period.

Every single activity after the first five (5) shall be considered an additional, separate violation; or

3.

a propefi which, upon a request for execution of a search warrant, has been the subject of a

determination by a court two (2) or more times within a twelve (12) month period that probable
cause exists that illegal possession, manufacture or delivery of a controlled substance or related
offenses as defined in Chapter 69.50 RCW, as amended, has occurred on the property.

C.

'The City" means the City of Olympia Chief of Police or his or her designee.
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D.

"Owner" means and includes one or more owner and any legal agent or representative capable of
making legal decisions on behalf of the owner. The owner is presumptively the person revealed by

the records of the Thurston County Assessor. An owner has authority to sell the property and to
authorize a lien be placed on the property. An owner or legal agent of the owner is deemed to have

control if he or she has actual or constructive knowledge of the behavior upon the premises of any
behavioral nuisance as defined in this chapter.

E. "Person" means and includes

individuals, firms, partnerships, corporations, and all associations of

natural persons, whether acting by themselves or by any agent or employee.

F.

"Person in charge" of the

propefi

means any person in actual or constructive possession of the

propefi, including but not limited to an owner,

lessee, tenant, manager, bank and similar business,

propefi. Morethan one (1) person may be
or constructive possession of the propefi and have

receiver, trustee, oroccupantwith controlof the
deemed a person in charge if they have actual

control over the propefi.

G.

"Premises" means any building, lot, parcel, real estate, land, or portion of land whether improved or

unimproved, including adjacent sidewalks and parking strips and any lake, river, stream, drainage
way,. or wetland.

A.24.O2O Behavioral public nuisance on land and buildings declared
The person in charge commits a violation of this chapter if they have actual or constructive knowledge of
the following occurrences on theír propefi that are reasonably preventable. Actual findings of prior
criminal guilt or commitment of a civil infraction is not required, The City shall show by a preponderance

of the evidence that chronic behavioral public nuisance violations have previously occurred on the

propefi.

A.

Without limitation, the following acts are declared to be behavioral public nuisances:

Any rape or crimes against children, dependent persons and spouses, including but limited to
chapters 94.36, 9A.42, 26.40, 26.44 and 26.50 RCW;

B,

Harassment, RCW 9A.46;

C.

Intimidation, RCW 94.76.180;

D.

Disorderly conduct, RCW 9A.84,030;

E.

Burglary and Trespass, chapter 94.52 RCW;

F.

Gang activity, See RCW 9.101.010;
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G.

Fraud, chapter 94,60 RCW;

H.

Theft and Robbery, chapter 9A.56 RCW;

L

Arson, reckless burning, and malicious mischief, chapter 9A,48 RCW;

J.

Aiming, discharging, or unlawful possession of fírearm, chapter 9.41 RCW;

K.

Drug violations, Title 69 RCW;

L.

Kidnapping, unlawful imprisonment, custodial interference, luring, trafficking, and coercion of
involuntary seruitude, chapter 94.40 RCW;

M.

Obstructing law enforcement, RCW 9A.76.020;

N.

Intimidating a public seruant, RCW 9A.76.180;

o

Reckless EndangermenÇ RCW 9A.36.050;

P.

Trafficking (propefi), Chapter 94.82 RCW;

a.

Indecent exposure, prostítution, chapter 9A.BB RCW;

R.

Homicide, chapter 9A.32 RCW; and

S. Assault and physical Harm,

chapter 94.36 RCW.

8.24.030 Abatement of behavioral public nuisances

A. The City may use all processes

authorized by law to abate behavioral public nuisances. In order to

proceed with the process for seeking fines and additional abatement regulations under OMC 8.24.060

the City shall issue a written notice of violation that describes potential violations on the propefi to
any potential person in charge. Such a letter shall include the following:

t.

The street address or legal description sufficient for identification of the real propefi and the
name and address of other persons in charge of receiving the notice.

2. A declaration

that the enforcement officer has determined that behavioral nuisance activities

have occurred on real

propefi along with a description of those specific activities.
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3. A notice that the person in charge may be subject to monetary penalties, under the process
set forth in OMC 8.24.060, if not corrected to the satisfaction of the City. A notice to the
person in charge that a failure to comply may subject them to monetary penalties under the
process of OMC 8.24.060 and collections and also that their property may be subject to a lien
on the land that in part may be equal in priority to taxes, See, for example, RCW 354.21.405

and RCW 4.56.200.

4.

A demand that the owner or person in charge responds to the City within 15 (fifteen) days.

5.

A notice that if no response is received, the City may, in its discretion, take action to abate

the nuisance pursuant to the process descríbed in OMC 8.24.060.

B.

The City may enter into a written correction agreement that can put potential enforcement, including
but not limited to fines or tickets that could be imposed pursuant to OMC 8.24.060, in abeyance on
condition that the agreement terms are followed by the person in charge. The person in charge may
agree to a lien for costs to be recovered by the City, including attorney's fees and fines

if

subsequently imposed under OMC 8.24.060, if the person in charge fails to follow the terms of the

agreement. This section is not an exclusive method to seek abatement of violations. The correction
agreement, if entered into, shall include the following:

1.

The name and address of the person in charge of the propefi.

2.

The street address or a description sufficient for identification of the property, building,
structure, or land upon or within whích the nuisance is occurring.

3. A description of the chronic behavioral

publíc nuísance activities

4. The necessary correction action to be taken, and a date or time by which correction must be
completed.

5. An agreement by the person in charge that the City may inspect the propefi

as may be

necessary to determine compliance with the correction agreement.

6.

An agreement by the person in charge that the City may abate the nuisance and recover its
costs, expenses, and monetary penalties pursuant to this chapter subject to collections or
liens in the City's discretion from the owner or person in charge if the terms of the correction

agreement are not met.
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7. An acknowledgment

of the existence of the violation and waiver of the right to later dispute

that the violation occurred.

C.

Each violation of a correction agreement is subject to a penalty of One Thousand and no/100 Dollars

($1,000.00) per violation and is enforced by the Hearing Examiner pursuant to the process of OMC
8.24.060.

A.24.O4O Liability for continuing nuisance
Every successive owner, person in charge, or occupant of real

propefi who neglects to abate

a

continuing nuisance upon or in the use of such real propefi caused by a former owner, is liable thereof
in the same manner as the owner who created

it.

Any owner and person in charge may be held joint and

severally liable.

8.24.O5O Cumulative effect of chapter
The provisions of this chapter shall be cumulative and in addition to the provisions of the now existing
ordinances of the City.

8.24.060 Hearing Examiner process for determination of violations penalty and
abatement requi rements

A.

Except as provided in this section, in addition

to any other sanction or remedial procedure that may

be available, the person in charge is subject to a civil penalty of Five Hundred and no/100 Dollars

($500.00) for every chronic behavioral public nuisance violation (See OMC 8.24.010.8 and OMC
LZ+.OZO¡ by the process more specifically described in this section. Proof is by a preponderance of

the evidence. Exception: each violation of the correction agreement described in OMC 8.24.030.C is
subject to a penalty up to One Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($1,000.00).
The complaint against a person in charge shall be filed with the City of Olympia Hearing Examiner
and subject, by substantíal compliance, to the requirements in Subsections B and C below.

B,

Complaint to the Hearing Examiner. The City shall file a Complaint with the Hearing Examiner
Content of the Complaint shall include the following:

1,

The name and address of the owner responsible for the violation;

2.

The street address or description sufficient for identification of the building, structure, premises,

or land upon which the violation has occurred or is occurring;
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3. A description of each violation and a reference to the provision(s)

of this chapter that has been

violated;

4. The required corrective action and the date and time by which the correction must be completed
to avoid a hearing;

5.

The Complaint shall state the date, time, and location of an administrative hearing before the
Hearing Examiner, which will be at least ten (10) days from the date of the Complaint;

6.

A statement that the costs and expenses of abatement incurred by the City and a monetary
penalty for each violation as specified in OMC 8.24.060 may be assessed against the person in
charge to whom the Complaint is directed as specified and ordered by the Hearing Examiner and

that the fines may be placed as liens on the land pursuant to RCW 354.21.405, RCW 4.56.020,
and any other authority;

7.

The prior Notice of Violation pursuant to OMC 8.24.030 of chronic behavioral nuisance property,
if any should be attached to the Complaint; and

8.

Recommended penalties, as referenced in OMC 8.24.060(A) and OMC 8:24.030 above, to be

adopted by the Hearing Examiner.

C.

Hearing Examiner process.

1. Hearing. A hearing will be scheduled by Community

Planning and Development staff in

consultation with the Police Department.

2.

Procedure. The Hearing Examiner shall conduct a quasi-judicial hearing on the Complaint

pursuant to the rules of procedure of the Hearing Examiner. Cíty staff and the owner to whom

the Complaint was directed, and their attorney(s) if any, may pafticipate as parties in the
hearing. Each

pafi

may call witnesses. The City shall have the burden of proof to show by a

preponderance of the evidence that the property is a chronic behavioral public nuisance

propefi

under this chapter and that the corrective action is reasonably calculated to abate the chronic
nuisance. Copies of police incident reporLs and reports of other City departments documenting
nuisance activities shall be admissible in such actions. Additionally, evidence of a

propefi's

general reputation and the reputation of persons residing in or frequenting the propefi shall be
admissible in such actions. At the request of the City, the Hearing Examiner may allow testimony

from the general public that relate to the chronic behavioral public nuisance case. The Hearing
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Examiner may place reasonable limits on such testimony. The City may also call neighbors and
others as wítnesses regarding the chronic behavioral public nuisance.

A.24.O7O Decision of the Hearing Examiner.

A.

The Hearing Examiner shall adopt, decline to adopt or modify the City's decisions, recommended
penalties, and recommended decision regarding the alleged violation(s) and corrective action(s) and
mail a copy of the decision to the owner and to the City within then (10) working days of the hearing,
unless due to extraordinary circumstances additional time is needed.

B.

The Hearing Examiner shall have authority to impose remedies for violation of this chapter. The
Hearing Examiner shall issue an order to the person in charge responsible for the violation which
contains the following information

1.

:

The decision regarding the alleged violation(s), includíng findings of fact and conclusions based

thereon in support of the decision;

Z.
3.

The required corrective action;
The date and time by which the correction must be completed;

4. The monetary penalties assessed

5.

based on the criteria in subsection (C) of thís section;

Make any other order that will reasonably abate nuisance activities from occurring on the

property, including authorizing the City to take action to abate nuisance activities from occurring
upon the real property if other Hearing Examiner orders are not complied with or do not abate
nuisance activity on the

propefi and províding that the costs of such City action are to be paid

for by the person in charge of the propefi;

6.

Business license revocation, if any;

7.

The date and tíme after which the City may proceed with abatement of the unlawful condition if

the required correction is not completed.

C.

Assessment of Monetary Penalty. Monetary penalties assessed by the hearing examiner shall be collected
by any method in the full discretion of the City Manager or designee, including but not limited to
collections, liens and other legal actions.

1.

The Hearing Examiner shall have the following options in assessing monetary penalties:

a. Assess monetary penalties; or
b. Assess some monetary penalties and hold some penalties in abeyance pending a grant of an
opportunity to comply; or
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c. Assess no monetary penalties.
2.

In determíning the monetary penalty assessment, the Hearing Examiner shall consider the following
factors:

a.

Whether the person in charge responded to the City's attempts to contact the person and
cooperated with efforts to correcL the violation;

b.

Whether the person in charge failed to appear at the hearing;

c. Whether the violation was a repeat víolation;
d.

Whether the person in charge showed due dilígence and/or substantial progress in correcting the
violation;

D.

e.

Whether a genuine code interpretation issue exists; and

t.

Any other relevant factors.

Failure to Appear.

If the person in charge to whom the Complaint was issued fails to appear at the

scheduled hearing, the Hearing Examiner will enter an order finding the violation as stated in the
Complaint, and ordering the appropriate remedies. The City may proceed to carry out the Hearing
Examiner's order and recover all related expenses, plus the cost of the hearing and any monetary
penalty from that owner or person in charge.

E.

Appeal of Hearing Examiner decision to Superior Court of land use decision regarding use of the
premises and/or buildings (real property). The City declares that the Hearing Examiner decision,
pursuant to RCW 36.70C.020(c), due to the línk to specific identifiable real

propefi,

is enforcement

by the City of ordinances regulating the improvement, modification, maintenance, or use

propefi.

of real

An appeal by the person in charge of the decision of the Hearing Examiner must be filed

with Superior Court within twenty-one (21) calendar days from the date the Hearing Examiner's
decision under the process and standards of the Land Use Petition Act, chapter 36.70C RCW.

8.24.080 Right of entry for inspection and enforcement'
The City retains all rights of entry as allowed by any law, code, constitutional provision, common law,
case law, or any other legal authority.

8.24.O9O Superior Court abatement of nuisance.
The City may enforce the Hearing Examiner order in superior court by any and all legal means in its sole

discretion. The City may also pursue any and all other legal means to abate the nuisance, including
actions for public nuisance, condemnation and blight, chapters 35.80 and 35.804 RCW. This may also
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include seeking an order to file a lien pursuant to RCW 35A.21.405 and RCW 4.56.200. The City may
also file for receivership under chapter 7.60 RCW,

Section 3. Amendment of OMC 16.OO.OO0. Section 16.00.000 of the Olympia Municipal Code
is hereby amended to read as follows:
16.00.000 TitleContents

Title 16
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
Chapters

16.04 Building Codes
16.05 Alternate Methods and Materials for Mixed Use Apaftment
16.06 Propefi Maintenance Code
16.10 Unsafe and Unfit Buildings, Structures, and Premises
16.18 Noxious Weeds
L6.24 Electrical Code
16.32 Fire Code
16.36 Fire Hydrants
16.40 Fire Extinguishing Systems

t6.44

Buildings

Alarm Code

L6.46 Security Alarm Systems
16.48 Grading and Clearing
16.56 Landmark Tree Protection
16.58 Public Trees
16.60 Tree, Soil and Natíve Vegetation Protection

t6.70

Flood Damage Prevention

16.80

Sea Level Rise Flood Damage Reduction

and Replacement

Section 4. New Chapter 16.18, A NEW CHAPTER 16.18, Noxious Weeds, is hereby added to
Title 16 of the Olympia Municipal Code to read as follows:
NEW Chapter 16.18
NOXIOUS WEEDS
16.18.000 ChapterContents
Sections:

16.18.010

Purpose.

16.18.020

Duty, notice, collection of expenses.
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16.18.O10 Purpose.
Noxious weeds are generally governed in detail by the Noxious Weed Control Board and thus regulations

are not needed except as described in this chapter.
16.18.O2O Duty, notice, collection of expenses.

A.

Duty of Owner.

It

shall be the duty of every owner, lessee, occupanÇ or agent thereof or of any

person having the care and charge of any land or lands, improved or unimproved, enclosed or not
enclosed, in the City, to control or cause to be controlled using methods acceptable to and
recommended by the Thurston County Weed Control Board all thistles, tansy ragwort, or other such
noxious weed, growing thereon, or on any road, street or highway bordering thereon, to the center

thereof, so often and in each and every year as is necessary to prevent such weeds from going to
seed.

If the City owns the road in fee simple, the adjacent owner is not subject to the duty

referenced above.

B.

Public Works Department to Declare Weeds to be Controlled--Notice.

It

shall be the duty of the City

Engineer or designee to see that the provisions of this section are carried out, and he or she shall

give notice to the owner, lessee, occupant, agenÇ or person having the care or charge of any land or
lots within the City, or of any road, street or highway bordering thereon, upon which any noxious

weeds, as described above, are growing requiring such owner, lessee, occupant, agent, or person
having the care or charge thereof, to cause the same to be controlled within ten (10) days from the
seruice of such notice; and in case the owner, lessee, occupant, agent, or person having the care and

charge thereof refuses or neglects to control the noxious weeds within the ten (10) days, the Public
Works Depaftment shall enter upon the land, lots, or any road and cause all such weeds to be
controlled with as little damage as possible to any growing crops there may be thereon; provided,

that when the noxious weeds are growing upon any land or lots, or any road, street, or highway
bordering thereon, of a nonresident of the City, and such owner has no known agent in the City, the
notice shall be posted in a conspicuous place on the land, in view of the traveling public; and,
provided further, that in case of noxious weeds growing on the rights-of-way of any railroad within

the CiÇ, the notice may be serued on the section foreman in charge of the portion of the rights-ofway within the City or it may be served upon any agent of the company within the City.

C.

Collection of Expenses. The City Engineer or designee shall keep an account of the expenses incurred

to carry out the provisions of this chapter with respect to each lot or parcel of land entered upon
therefor, and shall author and send by mail a statement of such expense, including a description of
the lands, verified by oath, to the owner, lessee, occupant, agent, or person having the care or
L2

charge thereoÇ if known, requiring him to pay the same within thirty (30) days. In case payment

thereof is not made within said time, several amounts as shown to be due by such statements shall
be a lien upon the premises, and collected, and the lien enforced by suit in the name of the City in

any court of competent jurisdiction.

Section 5. Amendment of OMC 16.06.030. Olympia Municipal Code Subsection 16,06.030.8
is hereby amended to read as follows:
16.06.030 General Requirements

B. EXTERIORPROPERTYAREAS
propefi and premises shall be maintained in a clean, safe, and sanitary
shall keep that part of the exterior propefi which such occupant occupies or

302.1 Sanitation. Exterior
condition. The occupant

controls in a clean and sanitary condition.
302.2 Grading and Drainage. Premises shall be graded and maintained to prevent erosion of soil and

to prevent the accumulation of stagnant water thereon, or within any structure located thereon.
EXCEPION: Approved retention areas and reservoirs.
302.3 Sidewalks and driveway. All sidewalks, walkways, stairs, driveways, parking spaces and similar
areas shall be kept in a proper state of repair, and maintained free from hazardous conditions.

302.5 Rodent harborage. All structures and exterior propefi shall be kept free from rodent
harborage and infestation. Where rodents are found, they shall be promptly exterminated by

approved processes which will not be injurious to human health. After extermination, proper
precautions shall be taken to eliminate rodent harborage and prevent reinfestation.

302.6 Exhaust vents. Pipes, ducts, conductors, fans or blowers shall not discharge gases, steam,
vapor, hot air, grease, smoke, odors or other gaseous or particulate wastes directly upon abutting or
adjacent public or private

propefi or that of another tenant.

302.7 Accessory structures. All accessory structures, including detached garages, fences and walls,
shall be maintained structurally sound and in good repair.
302.8 Motor Vehicles. Except as provided for in other regulations, no inoperative or unlicensed
vehicle shall be parked, kept or stored on any premíses, and no vehicle shall at any time be in a state

of major disassembly, disrepair, or in the process of being stripped or dismantled. Painting of vehicles
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is prohibited unless conducted ínside an approved spray booth. For purposes of this section "vehicle"
is defined in the Revised Code of Washington Section 46.04.670 external link.

EXCEPION: A vehicle of any type is permitted to undergo major overhaul, including body work, provided

that such work is peformed insíde a structure or similarly enclosed area designed and approved for such
purposes.

302.9 Defacement of

propefi.

No person shall willfully or wantonly damage, mutilate, or deface any

exterior surface of any structure or building on any private or public

propefi by placing thereon any

marking, caruing, or graffiti.

It shall be the responsibility of the owner to restore

said surface to an approved state of maintenance

and repair.
302.10 Recreational vehícles or other vehicles. No recreational vehicle as defined by the Olympia
Municipal Code Chapter 18,02.180 or other vehicles shall be used for the purpose of living, sleeping,

cooking or any similar use while parked on publicly owned or private propefi.
302.11 Cargo containers and semi-trailers.
302.11.1 Cargo containers, except as otherwise permitted by Olympia Municipal Code Title 18
shall not be permitted to be used as storage buildings. Cargo containers which are permitted by

the land use regulatory code to be used as storage buildings shall be provided with a foundation
system that provides adequate clearance from the ground to prevent deterioration and shall be
provided with an anchorage system to prevent sliding or overturning by wind or seismic forces
prescribed by the building code.

302.11.2 Semitrailers shall not be used as storage buildings.

302.12 Additional nuisances.

A,

Causing or allowing any human or animal waste,ooison-poison oak or

iw. or noxious

substance to

be collected or to remain in any place. street, hiqhwav, or allev in the Citv in a manner which is
reasonably offensive to the public; or

B. Obstructíng

or encroaching upon or renderinq unsafe for passage any public highwav. orivate way,

street, sidewalk, trail, alley, parK square, drivewav, lake. or stream in the Citv; or
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C.

Excavating or maintaining on public or private oropertv anv hole, excavation or pit which is
reasonably dangerous to the public or adiacent orooerty.

6. Corrections. The City Clerk and codifiers of this Ordinance are authorized to make
necessary corrections to this Ordinance, to include the correction of scrivener/clerical errors, references,

Section

ordinance numbering, section/subsection numbers and any references thereto.

Section 7. Severability. If any provision of this Ordinance or its application to any person or
circumbtance is held invalid, the remainder of the Ordinance or application of the provisions to other
persons or circumstances shall remain unaffected.

8. Ratification. Any act consistent with the authority and prior to the effective date of this
Ordinance is hereby ratified and affirmed.
Section

9. Nuisances. The violations described in thís Ordinance are hereby declared as public
nuisances and negatively impact the public health, safety, and welfare.

Section

Section 1O. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall take effect
provided by law.

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Î)orre.n l0ienaber
DEPUTY CITY ATTORNEY

PASSED:

APPROVED:
PUBLISHED:
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thifi

(30) days after publication, as

